Revitalization: New Opportunities or New Problems? The Perspective of Trader
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Abstract---The revitalization of traditional markets has gradually begun since 2018. Market revitalization focuses on improving infrastructure and even adding other facilities like modern retail. Its purpose is surely to attract consumers to shop at traditional markets. Previous research has emphasized more on the impact of market revitalization on consumer interest in visiting and shopping, but it has less discussed the impact on traders. This study aimed at determining the impact of market revitalization on traders. Data collection was conducted by direct observation, documentation study, and interviewing 12 traders, of which 3 traders were interviewed on each floor. Adding one more person from market management and 12 visitors, to confirm the results of the seller interview. The results of the interview showed that there were problems overcome by traders, such as losing loyal customers, poor market layout so that not all traders had the opportunity to be visited, and maintenance of infrastructure, especially cleanliness. 
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Introduction

The market is simply defined as a meeting place for traders and buyers to make buying and selling transactions in any form in meeting their needs (Yulianti, 2012). Traditional markets have various weaknesses that have become basic characters that are very difficult to change, ranging from design factors, spatial layout, and the layout is not as good as modern shopping centers, relatively limited operational time allocation, lack of technology used, poor quality of goods, lack of sales promotions, low levels of security and parking clutter. The weakness is what causes consumers to switch from traditional markets to modern shopping centers (Ayuningasasi, 2010). Government Policy Presidential Regulation Number 112 of 2007 concerning Structuring and Guiding Traditional Markets, Shopping Centres, and Modern Stores, is one of the policies issued by the government to overcome unbalanced competition between traditional markets and modern markets.

Traditional markets have several problems that make consumer shopping interest decline from time to time. However, it cannot be denied that there are still consumers who like to shop at the market (Silalahi et al., 2015; Aliyah et al., 2017; Agboola et al., 2018). Completeness of goods sold, lower prices, and warm social interactions between traders and buyers are still the main factors why traditional markets still exist. However, these factors are only able to influence consumers of generation X and above. The next generation like Y, Z, or even Alpha later will not necessarily behave the same. Based on the results of (Borsboom & Lawson 2018), research, it was found that traditional markets cannot continue to focus on sales alone, but must also include shopping experiences in strategy formulation, design, building, and managing their physical space to attract Millennial consumers. Furthermore, it is said that experience is the main thing followed by the product being traded. The traditional market revitalization program was initiated to answer existing problems by touching physical conditions and good market governance will later increase consumer visits so that it has an impact on revenue.
The market which is used as a major project to revitalize the regional market in Bali is Badung Market. This revitalization program is aimed at implementing and adopting modern shopping center management, especially about hygiene issues. Badung Market is completed with a capacity of six floors, consisting of two basements and four floors for booths and kiosks. Badung Market was built like a modern mall where there were facilities that did not exist in Badung Market before, even facilities built-in Badung Market did not exist in other traditional markets such as Escalator which would facilitate traders and buyers to surround the market from the lower floor to the top floor. The second facility is the elevator that can be used as an alternative to the use of the elevator, the availability of wi-fi is also a supporting facility provided by the government, no half-hearted wi-fi is provided free of charge. In addition to these supporting facilities, traders' kiosks are also arranged, such as arranging the types of traders in the same area, for example, traders of various kinds of meat located on the second floor, traders of kitchen spices, and ceremonial necessities on the first floor (Benos, 1998; Chen & Yeh, 2001; Kesuma & Setiawina, 2019). The atmosphere of the market was made very clean for the convenience of visitors, traders were educated to always pay attention to the cleanliness of the kiosks. Also, over time, non-cash transactions are being launched by the government, where there is currently a QR code on each kiosk to expedite the non-cash process that will soon be realized, even now the kiosk rental payment has been made non-cash.

Once again all these efforts put more emphasis on physical improvements to increase consumer visits. However, there are still some markets, although they have been revitalized, the level of visitor visits has not increased, and some have decreased. This is evident from the results of research by (Magdina et al., 2018) at The Sukaramai Market, Medan, as well as the research of Nurlaela & Hariani (2017) at the Bulu Market, Semarang. However, few have examined the impact of this market revitalization from the traders’ point of view. Therefore, this study aims to find out whether market revitalization can provide benefits for traders, or is it a new problem, especially for traders in Badung Market.

Theoretical Basis
Traditional Market Revitalization and Its Problems

Traditional market revitalization is also associated with efforts to change the negative paradigm of traditional market conditions by building a beautiful and attractive market building, without turning it into a modern market by maintaining the characteristics of traditional markets (Holidin & Rilyan, 2014). According to Agung (2011), the objectives of traditional market revitalization are as follows:

1) Increase the competitiveness of traditional markets (as a local advantage) through improved governance, human resources, merchant, merchant to increase access to financial services, distribution arrangements and control mechanisms of the quality of goods, and improved physical facilities and infrastructure markets.
2) Increasing the role of the traditional market in supporting the acceleration of rural development.
3) Enhancing the role of the traditional markets as a stimulus increase in the real sector (including the creative industries) in the village economy.
4) Increased income and employment opportunities of rural communities.
5) Strengthen the ability of the village the financing rural development through increased sources of revenue.

Revitalization of the traditional market undertaken by the government with a view to the welfare of society facing some obstacles. The Government has long enacted regulations regarding the structuring of modern and traditional markets as well as revitalization, namely Law No. 7 of 20014; Presidential Regulation Number 112 of 2007; Minister of Trade Regulation No. 70 of 2013. In-Law no. 7 of 2014, the revitalization of the People’s Market aims to increase the income of traders and economic actors in society.

During this time, traders are always vying for basic land (lower ground) to reap benefits from the buyer. Therefore, if there is development, they worry that the land occupied will be shifted. This is why every development plan they have always refused. This spatial problem is quite complicated. Considering that almost all traditional markets do not have adequate space programs. It proved to be the lack of provision that allows the buyer to browse the market, such as escalators, elevators, and parking lots (Kotler & Keller, 2009). The spatial structure of the market is left unchecked so that those who occupy land outside the ground floor always get a small profit because buyers are rarely visited.

The sociological tendency of traditional traders is placing heightened scrutiny (over curiosity) on all forms of development they are often misinterpreted, namely, the construction is identical with eviction. Prejudice is growing, every development means to lease or purchase of the booth becomes a costly item. Whether we realize it or not, people's perceptions of traditional markets are dirty, muddy, and lack facilities such as limited parking lots, smelly
and dirty trash bins, narrow alleys, and so on. This condition often causes people to choose to shop at the modern market even though the price of goods in the modern market is more expensive than the price of goods in the traditional market.

**Thinking Framework**

The conceptual framework of this study can be described:

```
Thinking Framework

Badung Market

Observation:
1. Situation of People Visiting Badung Market
2. Situation of Buy and Sell Traders

Documentation:
1. Number of Regional Markets / Impress Markets in Denpasar City that have been and have not been revitalized
2. Number of Traders and Number of Kiosks in Badung Market before and After Revitalization

Data collection:
Interview
1. Key Informants (Executive Directors)
2. Regular Informants (Trades and Visitors)

Conclusion
```

Sources: Processed by Researchers, 2019

**Methods**

The study was conducted at the biggest traditional market in Bali, named is The Badung Market, Denpasar. The Badung Market already has modern facilities that are very adequate such as escalators, elevators, wifi, and other facilities, but whether these facilities can help traders increase their sales or simply make consumers comfortable to shop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Informant</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Reason Chosen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Executive Director of PD Pasar Denpasar City</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Because he knows how the process of planning, implementation, and management of the revitalization of Pasar Badung.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Traders in Badung Market</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Because of traders as objects that feel the impact of market revitalization directly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The visitor of Badung Market (Local and Tourist)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>To find out information directly from visitors who come to the revitalized market regarding their reasons for visiting Badung Market.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection in this research was carried out in three ways namely through observation, documentation study, and interviews. After getting the data obtained through observation, interviews, and documentation, the next step is to
conduct data analysis. Data analysis in this study was carried out qualitatively. Data analysis in qualitative research was carried out before entering the field, while in the field, and after completion in the field. According to Sugiyono (2015), Data analysis is the activities in qualitative data analysis that were carried out interactively and continued continuously until they were finished so that the data was saturated. Activities include data reduction, data display, and verification. The validity of the data in qualitative research is one of the most important parts to find out the degree of trust from the results of research that has been done using triangulation techniques in data collection, so the data obtained will be more consistent so that it becomes a valid and accountable data.

Data Validity Check Techniques

Technical Triangulation; According to Sugiyono (2015), technical triangulation means researchers use different data collection techniques to get data from the same data source. The researcher uses participatory observation, in-depth interviews, and documentation for the same data source simultaneously.

![Figure 3. Technical triangulation](source: Sugiyono (2019))

Triangulation of Resources; According to Sugiyono (2015), source triangulation means getting data from different sources with the same technique.

![Figure 4. Triangulation of resources](source: Sugiyono (2015))
Result and Discussion

Results of interviews with Badung market traders

The attitude and behavior of the traders will influence the success of the Badung Market revitalization process, the Government creates rules that apply to maintain existing facilities and infrastructure and maintain the welfare of traders and the comfort of visitors who will visit the Badung Market. In connection with these rules, of course, some traders feel the profit or relief in selling, such as relief in feeling the fresh atmosphere that is now enjoyed by traders because of the size of the road and a more open market building so that the market does not smell like a mixture of the past market, then there are fans in every booth and kiosk make the air turnover fresher, this is conveyed by traders, as follows:

There must be a lot of lightning, yes, it's getting cleaner, more comfortable, cool, and there are facilities that make people who know that Badung Market is a lot of traders, who know that Badung Market is dirty, bad. If now Badung Market is already modern there is an elevator and there is an escalator, then for those who have special needs, it is very helpful. It has been predicted like that so it's not just the modern market that has such facilities.

The condition of the previous Badung Market and the current one is very different, so traders need an adaptation process, various kinds of responses from traders regarding the perceived conditions of the current Badung Market are very diverse, especially about how their sales are after the Badung Market revitalization process, such as the following statement:

Yeah ... it's decreasing compared to the old one, the reality is it decreases before the fire, yeah, there is more, after the fire, it decreases.

The process of adaptation to the current condition of the Badung Market requires have quite a long time, different market conditions than before made some traders whose locations sell behind complain, like the following statement:

It was better in the past, it is cleaner but now there are not too many people shopping, it's quiet. Maybe people who ride are difficult and do not know the place, most people are confused about the way in and out. The stall size is also smaller, making it uncomfortable to organize merchandise.

The available facilities are facilities aimed at the common interest, so that awareness of all parties to maintain is needed. However, facilities at the Badung Market are currently under-guarded, as follows:

The toilet is clean only early in the morning, when it's a little late it's really dirty, so traders go to the toilet early in the morning. So the cleaning service does not clean immediately when it is dirty.

Trader's expectations are a benchmark for how the next market management decision is, various kinds of expectations that arise from market traders, such as the following statement:

So the hope is that the visit can be as busy as before, can it or not?

Initially, the vegetable trade was said to be selling below, but the place was lacking, so I moved upstairs, why not sell coconuts downstairs so I sold them in a crowded place.

Hopefully, in the future, I hope there will be more tourists. Not just traveling-but also remembering that in Badung Market, the center for Balinese clothes.

Based on various kinds of complaints from traders such as even though it is clean but poorly maintained, even though the building is good but still quiet, some traders still survive because they are used to selling there, and have even been continued by the next generation. Traders who are currently selling at the new Badung Market are traders who have been selling at the market for more than 15 years, the stalls they use as a place to sell are family inheritance stalls that they have traditionally used for selling. Modern facilities available today make it difficult for old traders to accept and adapt to current market conditions so that the almost trader selling at the Badung Market today is a trader who continues his parents' previous business.
Ouch, if I tell you how long I have been a trader, actually since 1965 my mother has been trading here, but I have continued since moving here. My mother is old so now I take care of this shop.

Results of interviews with visitors

The first thing that is a concern to the informant is about how traffic Badung market after the revitalization process. The revitalization process of traditional markets has a positive impact on the level of visits to the Badung Market, with modern facilities not been found in other traditional markets making visitors interested in visiting, in addition to the available facilities, revamping the market image from bad impressions such as market cleanliness, structuring kiosks so that the market becomes loose, making visitors interested in the upcoming Badung Market, as follows:

Clean!!! It’s so much cleaner than before and after that, it was more organized and then it was more comfortable, we were more comfortable shopping.

Visitors from various regions and foreign countries are interested in visiting Badung Market for the same reason, as follows:

It’s very interesting because I can see a lot of things here that we have never seen in Italy so it’s very interesting to see, very cultural.

This is our 2nd visit, why are we interested because we can buy things that do not exist in our country, and we have seen them on The Pepito but they are expensive, so in this market, we can buy the same thing for a price the lower one. This market is also very clean compared to other markets.

Result interview with director of PD Pasar Denpasar city

Based on interviews conducted to obtain information from the director of PD Pasar Denpasar City, the Badung Market revitalization process was motivated by the incident when the Badung Market suffered a fire in 2016 in February, a fire problem that caused the Badung Market to collapse, meaning that the building could no longer be used. Finally, the government, in this case, the Mayor as the leader of the city of Denpasar, decided to revitalize the Badung Market, then the proposal was submitted to the center, which finally provided funds by the center amounting to 74 billion and 75 billion APBD funds. The construction will take place in early 2018 and end in late 2018. The concept of revitalizing the Badung Market was born due to the process of competition, such as the statement obtained as follows:

The concept is through the contest, related to the form of the building appearance, from the competition results, one was chosen as the winner, which is the appearance as it is now, so the concept was born, so the concept of the contest winner is used now.

The revitalization process of the Badung Market is inseparable from the obstacles faced by the government or the market manager, currently, the Badung Market has not been fully surrendered by the city government, so some constraints are considered to be quite serious that need to be addressed by the city government before being submitted to PD Pasar this is because only the city government currently has the authority to overcome these obstacles, the obstacles that currently arise are as follows:

For example pumps, water pump installation of sewage disposal below, right, how is the treatment of existing waste that now has many obstacles and even smells. Another obstacle is that if there is an error in the escalator or elevator how do you deal with the problem. Another obstacle is felt when on the third and fourth floors it seems visitors feel reluctant to go up, well this is our challenge PD Pasar how to make the floor above can live like others below.

There are several decisions taken by the government that are different from the previous Badung Market, such as the decision to reduce the size of the kiosks and kiosks and the decision to set the operating hours for the Badung Market, which originally operated 24 hours a day to only operate until four in the afternoon. The management stated that the decision to reduce the size of the stalls and kiosks was due to the availability of other facilities at Badung Market and the size of the roads that were narrower than before. However, the size of the stands and kiosks currently refers to the applicable Indonesian National Standard (SNI). That reason became the reference for the decision to
reduce the stall size. The Badung Market activity which currently only operates until four in the afternoon is applied because of the situation described as the following statement:

*Now, this is related to the new concept of Badung Market which needs to be kept clean because the Badung Market which opens early is also not Badung Market, but cadgers selling outside the market when the market is still closed. After 4 pm we hope that according to the mayor's direction, it will be used as a gathering place and afternoon traders will be maximized in the basement of the market which is currently still quiet. The absence of activity in the basement still needs to be reviewed.*

The construction process of the Badung Market has been completed. Currently, the Badung Market has been running its activities as usual. So that various kinds of complaints received by the government and market managers related to problems that occur that are felt by traders and market visitors. Complaints that are often received from traders regarding market cleanliness are still lacking attention, such as the following statement:

*There are several complaints, such as hygiene problems, even though we have done it according to procedures, there are still officers who are negligent due to lack of supervision.*

**Discussion**

Based on the analysis adjusted to the findings above there is a match of research conducted by Putra & Yasa (2014), which examined the market in Denpasar as many as six markets found that the traditional market revitalization program gave significant results and had a positive impact on increasing the number of visits to markets traditional in Denpasar City. However, in the success of the revitalization program, there are still some weaknesses in market management. A weakness that often occurs in market management systems is the lack of coordination from each member of the market manager who still often works as he pleases.

Even though the physical form of the market is better and cleaner, and equipped with various facilities, some traders still complain about the low level of visits. The crowded visits are more dominated on the 1st floor, and quieter on the floor above (Melisa, 2012; Sumarwan, 2011). On the same floor, not all stalls have the opportunity to be passed or visited by visitors because of the ineffective layout design. The location of the stalls was chosen by lottery so that all traders could not protest.

The location of the stalls and merchant stalls determines the interest of shop visitors. Thus, the kiosks and stands with similar merchandise lined up at the front are more crowded than the back row traders, even though there are access in and out of the market area from the front and back, visitors still choose to shop at the front. Changes in the rows of stalls and booths in the new Badung Market conditions make it take visitors a long time to find out where their old favorite traders were. Therefore, the problem of placing traders or what is commonly called layout is very important to be reviewed so that the creation of a buying and selling process is certainly in every corner. Paskarina (2007), state that “Layout has various long-lasting strategic influences. The layout determines the competitiveness of the company in terms of adequate capacity, smooth operation, operational flexibility, and material handling costs as well as work comfort “.

The issue of the layout is supported by the statement of the Managing Director of PD Pasar Denpasar City that currently, the third and fourth floors are very quiet, visitors are reluctant to come up even though the elevator is available. Wet food traders namely meat, vegetables, and oil are placed on the first and second floors then clothing traders, Hindu religious ceremony facilities, and finished food are placed on the third and fourth floors. The determination of the current location is determined by considering the government's decision. However, the determination of the kiosks and booths of traders in the front or back row is applied with a lottery system, so the initial time before the traders sell the location of the stalls has been determined fairly. Differences in statements about what is felt are due to the location where the traders sell, basically, visitors are reluctant to walk far to back to see the same goods so that visitors only stop at the stall or the front stall to shop, the determination of the location of the day-to-day needs of traders only focuses on the first floor and the second floor so that the activities that occur every day occur only on that floor. However, on the third and fourth floors where clothing traders, Hindu religious ceremonies, and household furnishings are only needed on certain days, so activity on the floor is quite empty of visitors.

This research is strengthened by research conducted by Paramitha & Ayuningsasi (2013), which says that the income of traders per month is still in the same range and some even decrease. Because after the implementation of the traditional market revitalization program, the location of traders selling has changed. So that the layout of Badung Market traders' changes is important to be realized.
Conclusion

Based on the results of the discussion it can be concluded that:

1) Fire is the reason for the revitalization process of Badung Market. Badung Market is revitalized with a modern concept that preserves the cultural values and characteristics of traditional markets.

2) The existing facilities in Badung Market are currently the concept of modernizing traditional markets, the government hopes that the existing facilities can help visitors who come or traders in carrying out their activities.

3) There are various kinds of problems in market operation that need to be addressed by the government or market managers. Currently, the management is planning and studying how to solve current problems such as cleaning, waste management, ineffective layout design, and how to attract consumers to visit the upper floors. It is hoped that the actions that will be taken by the government or managers can solve these problems so that the revitalization process is not only about development but how to maintain the condition of the Badung Market sustainably.
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